RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC
Registry of Official World Recordstm

Dean Gould (U.K.), Founder. (The Rev. Dr.) David R. Adamovich (U.S.)
The mission of the Record Holders Republic ‘Registry of Official World Records’ is to standardize the
definition, authentication, registration, and organization of Official World Records with respect to time,
distance, and amount, or any other quality so defining world records. The Registry will serve as a clearing
house for records collated and reported by Record Holders Republic (recordholdersrepublic.co.uk),
and Believe The Unbelievable! (Bartleby Press, 2008, in press)

RECORD SUBMISSION FORM
Your Name: _____________________________________ Phone __________________ E-Mail _________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Web site: ___________________________________ DOB (mm/dd/yyyy): _____________________
Part I. Record Holder’s Statement — Proposed Name of Record (for example: The Most 6” Pancakes Flipped in One Minute,
The Most Dominos Balanced on One Domino, The Fastest Drum Beats in One Minute, The Most Sit Ups in One Hour).
Is this a NEW record (never done before)? _____, OR Is this the BREAKING of an existing record? _____.
If BREAKING provide details of who holds the record, when done, where recorded, the details of the record, and how your
attempt will break that record. Record Holders Republic believes, “Records are made to be broken” — provided they are done
under the same or similar conditions!
Held by:
Recorded by (RHR, Guinness™, etc.):
Date:

Where:

Details:

Part II. Record Facts — Describe in detail the facts of your submission. Include all measurements, times, etc.
Date of Event:

Location of Event:

What did you do?:

NOTE: If this is a NEW record attach a Rules/Guidelines page giving the specifics, in detail, of what what used, how, etc.
Part III. Documentation — The more documentation included the easier it will be to decide if world record status can be awarded. For
example: video (PAL in the UK, NTSC in the US), DVD, photos, newspaper clippings, TV/media coverage, and 2 witness statements (
see Witness Statement Form ). In submitting the information I understand that Record Holders Republic (RHR) is not obligated to
designate World Record status to my submission as that decision is based on their belief in supporting evidence and/or relevence of
my claim. RHR’s policy is to seek records that are reproducible, breakable and based on skill. Freak, strange and unusual anomilies are
not world records. “Stunts” involving luck or uncontrolled danger should not be submitted. Upon acceptance an Official RHR World
Record Certificate is available. Submission to RHR web database is guaranteed . RHR assumes no responsibility or liability in your
record attempt . RHR does not sponsor nor compensate a record setter. Full liability and responsibility for the record attempt is
solely upon the record breaker whose responsibility is to evaluate and take all measures to ensure the safety of him/herself and any
participants or spectators . I have read and understand the above statement and attest that the information provided is true and
accurate
Signed: ___________________________________________________________ Date: ___________________
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WITNESS A STATEMENT FORM
Name of Person Submitting Record: __________________________________ Date: ________________________
Name of Proposed Record: _______________________________________________________________________
Witness Name: __________________________________ Phone ________________ E-Mail _________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Position and/or relevence to record: ________________________________________________________________
The person named above is submitting a world record attempt to The Record Holders Republic Registry of Official
World Records. By completing this form you are attesting the information provided is true and accurate, that you
witnessed the event and there is no reason to believe what was witnessed was anything other than stated, i.e., there is
no evidence of deceit and that any apparatus involved was not gaffed or rigged in any fashion.
Describe in your own words and in detail the event so witnessed (date, time, conditions, outcome, etc.):

Signed: ___________________________________________________________ Date: ___________________
Note to person attempting record. Make back-up copies of all material submitted. We will keep accepted record
information on file. Declined record information will be returned provided return postage is received upon request.
If you are NOT in the United States send your statement, the witness statements and all documentation to Mr.
Dean Gould, 21 Church Road, High Road East, Old Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP119NF, UK. If you are in the United
States send all material to Dr. David R. Adamovich, 876 Guy Lombardo Avenue, Freeport, NY 11520. You will
receive two e-mails in a timely fashion: the first to confirm receipt of your submission and the second to inform you
our decision. If accepted you will be given the opportunity to receive one or more Official Certificates designating
your Registry number and World Record Status. Thank you for your support of Record Holders Republic. We wish
you the best with all your world record attempts, now and in the future.
Dean Gould / David Adamovich
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